I was woken this morning with these words EARTH BEAST:
1 80 3 Puis naistra monstre de tres hideuse beste.(from the English spelling of the French, such as Cheetham)
1) IS E.D. DETERMINE EARTH SESSIONS: MURDERED ENTITIES UP
2) RESUMES NUMEROUS EARTH TIMES UP, SITE SERIOUSNESS.
3) SUPREMENESS DISORIENTED EARTH SUITE SUSPENDED, OPTIMISE ERUDITENESS
4) UNDRESSED EARTH, INSERTED SPEEDS, DESTINED TO NEPTUNIUM SERIES DEEPER TIMES
5) ENSURE DISMISSED PRETENTIOUSNESS, INSTRUMENTS MERIT - SENSUOUS RESIDUE EPISODES (reincarnation)
6) STUPID EMPIRE'S TEDIOUSNESS BEAST SPURIOUSNESS DETERMINES …
6) INSERTED SPIDER MITE DNA - TUNED DEEPER SEEDS DIET
7) IMPRESSED U.N. PRESIDENT TAINTED ROSE-TINTED ISSUE – USE INDUSTRIOUSNESS PREMISE MERE SPITE,
8) BEAST INTRUDED EARTH, UNISSUED PROMISES, EDITS SERIOUS EARTH DESPISEMENT
9) SERIOUS-MINDED BEAST PERSISTENT SURREPTITIOUSNESS: NEEDS MINE EARTH DEEDS
10) NEED DEEPER INDUSTRIOUSNESS ITEMS, RESUME DISSENTIOUS PRESIDENT who
11) INSTRUMENTS EPISODE: MISDEED RUNS REPETITIOUSNESS RESIDUES SUSPENSE
11) DISRUPTION INTENDED SPEEDS UP NUMEROUS RESIDENTS DIE UNDERNEATH
12) IT IS DEEPEST MURDEROUSNESS IN NUT
13) REMINDS IOU (you) BEAST INTERESTED IN DIMMER EARTH DEED: UP SERIOUSNESS
14) SUSPENDED MOISTURE ENTRIES – PRESENTED DUST ODE DISTRESS, USED PROMISES
15) U.S. PRESIDENT IS TREMENDOUS BEAST ISSUES EARTH'S MURDER , ISSUES PITEOUSNESS, RUIN DENSITIES
>EXPLANATIONS
1) The Extra Dimensionals arrange different natural ''sessions'' such as a volcanic event and ice age to murder intruding entities
2) Resumes Earth timelines starting from 00000 which is an extremely serious matter
3) The four and a half inner orbits (Earth suite) have their current orientation altered with alacrity.
4) Removing pollution from Earth including the radioactive oceans, which is seen in the Dresden Codex sometimes called the
Popol Vuh – where the oceans are being sent up… using extreme winds, fixing rotation and orbit inclination then sent out to the
gas giants with longer orbits, which means longer years and different climate rotations
5) Removing service to self interests… creating merit in lives relating to others and the Earth using their senses/sensibilities with
the words ''residue episodes'' meaning left over lives returning, as in reincarnating
6) Empire is always the reptilian influence, which is stupid in its thinking and actions lacking in being genuine (spurious)
6) Inserting non related biogens such as spider mites' DNA, spider web DNA into food products such as potatoes citing ''shelf
life'' which is a money-making ''corporate'' ideology which money-making beguiles equally stupid humans
7) Sold a rosy future story to the U.N. amongst whom are already various Off World people. The ''ROSE-TINTED'' is also a pun on
star gates – the word 'rose' is an alkhemical key word (think Ross.Lyn church–Rose Lane) for a time portal and the attached word
''tainted'' is a sly hint at the tainted use of time portals – especially if one is counting on the information gained from them (7 73
is a quatrain found behind the fireplace of Nostradamus. This is what the quatrain speaks of, changing time lines. Forum soon)
8) The beasts (''creatures'' Da Vinci calls them) come to Earth uninvited issuing promises (of technology) which go unfulfilled not
letting any human realize their true intent
9) Many times the texts detail the ''serious-minded'' intruder having no sense of humour nor emotions but with great guile and
their need for minerals from Earth without which their entire ''civilization'' would perish
10) DEEPER INDUSTRIOUSNESS ITEMS is a pun on the underground bases, and utilising corporate industry to engage in
creating many types of dangerous pollution (fracking, chemical ''spills'', radioactivity and nuclear waste, fluoride agenda etc)
using tlheir ''walk-in'' cloned president to obtain the laws required to protect their interests
11) Creating the main agenda episode which continues for decades. The chemical residues in the chemtrails agenda arrive
''suspended'' in the air. It is in vaccines also that unregulated biogens and heavy metals arrive in a ''suspension'' liquid with the
intention of disrupting the health of residents and shortening their lives. The words ''die underneath'' can be taken to mean
underneath the chemtrails, or those who went ''underneath'' into deep underground bases to save their own skins
12) IN NUT has several dates

>CHESTNUT May 15 to May 24 Nov 12 to Nov 21
>HAZELNUT Mar 22 to Mar 31 Aug 5 – Sep 1 Sep 24 to Oct 03 Yellowstone: Elm Sept 2 – 29, so Sept 24 - 29
>WALNUT Apr 21 to Apr 30 Oct 24 to Nov 11
13) REMINDING YOU these beasts need a dimmer Earth, and that is what they plan to accomplish
14) Preventing rainfall, creating deserts
USED PROMISES (recall the line about the elite expecting ''entitlement'' for payment for their deeds)
>2 58 4. Silene luit,petit grand emmene.
> LARGE INTELLIGENT IMMUNE U.N. ENTITIES IMPLEMENT DETAINEE:
>RESULTING IN ENGINEER UNLIMITED TEMPLATES REPEAT.ING
>(clones) ELITE IMAGINES PRELUDE to ADMINISTER ENTITLEMENT, MEANTIME– ANGRIEST
>ELITE RE UN-IMPLEMENTED DEED; (promise) RESULTED ANU RETAINING [their] ELEMENTS [DNA]:
>ANU IMPINGEMENT ELITE, DUMP DESPERATE ELITE.

>[ALL OF YOU] IMPLEMENT ''RETAINED GUNS''

15) U.S. PRESIDENT IS TREMENDOUS BEAST is saying two things – first that he is not a human being and second that his is not a
human agenda ''issuing Earth murder'' including Earth and human densities – which encompasses the natural magnetic ley lines

>ADDITIONALLY in 1 80 3:
IT IS THE ''MONSTRE D'ABUS'' ENTITIES ISSUE RISES- PERSUADES PRESSURES THE DETAINEES, HESITATED USE '' I ''
THIRTEEN ENTERPRISE - THIS ENTIRE ISSUE REPEATED.
IS DESPERATE RESIDENT M'ABUS (Ophiuchus) ENTITIES HESITATE USES PRESSURE SUPERHEATED, REHEARSE ISSUE

The ''I thirteen'' is thirteen days after Halloween – November 11/12 Since October 11 is supposed to be the supervolcano, then a month

later would be the reptilian round-up of humans for the cannibal harvest – eating ''feet first''.

Other lines say the same thing

regarding Rio de Janeiro suddenly appearing near the South pole and the reptilians taking advantage of herding humans in dire straits.

REPEAT is alkhemy for the date of Gemini
1 80 belongs with 2 5 ''letters in f.i.s.h'' which gives the same dates as
here plus Halloween, also tells of the “Golden Oar League”

From the sixth bright celestial light
(LYRA – who arrive in lightning in boomerang craft

it will come to thunder very strongly in Burgundy.

Then a monster will be born of a very hideous beast: NIBIRU?
In March, April, May, June wounding & worrying rising.
1 80 1 De

la fixiefme claire fplendeur celefte
ƑIXTEEN, [2016] E.D. CARE, DEFER CARE FREE [elite, not caring] DEEP MALICE, FULFILL PIECEMEAL [bit by bit]
ƑIXTEEN, E.D. FED [Earth] CAREER; FULFILL PIECEMEAL (Extra Dimensionals moving Earth bit by bit)
ƑIXTEEN, FEEL E.D. FUEL D.E.F (Medusine energy field device) - CLEAR EMPIRICAL, [Reptilian empire]
1 80 2 Viendra tonner fi fort en la Bourgoigne:
FIFTEEN: R.O. ORDERING ON (the only 'On' of the R.O is E.Yah) NAVIGABLE OVERTURNING LOAD BEARING (Earth)
ENABLING GOVERN DURATION ROTOR, [GOVERN] TORN O (oxygen & orbit) [TORN] TORO [TORN] ION.
The R.O. are the Regency Order of the Extra Dimensional Andromeda Council
1 80 3 Puis naiftra monftre de tref hideufe befte. +This is the original French quatrain spelling
FOURTEEN: IMITATE DIFFERENT SHAPED BUFFER (the R.O) AIM DIFFERENTIATE, (the 'gearing') BUFFERS DEPTH
FOURTEEN: FATHER [in Heaven] DIFFERENTIATES BUMP SIDE [Earth] using an asteroide or volcanoes
FOURTEEN: IS DIFFERENT FIBRE MUTATE SHAPE. The fibres of Morgellon's disease caused by chemtrails
FOURTEEN: IS UTTER BRUTE, IS MEAT, DIFFERENT SHAPED BEAM
(exactly as David Icke says)
1 80 4 Mars,apuril,May,Iuig grad charpi & rogne. notice no capitalised April because it is not needed in codes within codes

MARCH DIARY: (yes, it is March today) MI ORIGINAL RELIGIOUS PRIMARY PA, AIM APU DOG (Sirius)
SINGULAR GRAY UP, GUARDIAN YOUR PILGRIM PAIR [Allan Webber & Helen] AGES (all their lives)
GRAPE SUGAR, GINGER, GUARDING: IMPAIR PAIN, AIM AID, PAYS IRREGULAR CELL GROUPING (tumour?)
From 1 80 in SOLAR FLIP Part Two

sixth bright celestial light can mean either a planet or a star. The sixth planet inwards is Mars, not so bright until recently due to
Ison. Sixth planet outwards is Saturn – but if an asteroid is coming from the direction of a planet, one would need to know when
to see where that planet is. Nostradamus did say “by fixed stars” so the direction of this asteroid is from the sixth brightest star in
the heavens. Trouble is there are several opinions on this too. Vega/Capella/RIGEL/Canopus (the latter belongs to Argo)
Then a monster will be born of a very hideous beast: this is saying that an asteroid is carried (moved) by Nibiru.
The months mentioned are the “passing over” of Nibiru and are the same as those in the “letters in F.I.S.H.” in 2 5
1 80 codes within codes Bourgoingne:Mars,MayIuig

GERONIMO (Anu chief) BIAS AIM ING, (harvest) YUM, AMBIGUOUS [more than one reason, taking advantage of] REMAIN BUSY
ARGUING GYRO [of Earth]. MAIMING UNGREGARIOUS (lonely, nerdy) BOYS, ARGUE AIM – BUY IN GROOMING [boy]
1 80 1 De

la fixiefme claire fplendeur celefte
EXPERIENCED E.D AFFECT MILLEFEUILLE [a layered cake: Earth] FAR
1 80 2 Viendra tonner fi fort en la Bourgoingne:
ABANDON INTERFERING VOLUNTEER ROOFING (happens to be personal and happens to be true) IN FOURTEEN
– OF [from/by] ADORABLE INVENTOR GRINNING (yes, it is personal, that is my new son in law)
1 80 3 Puis naistra

monstre de tres hideuse beste.

INDEBTED AS SUSPENDS SERIOUSNESS THIS TEMPERATURE THEREABOUTS goes with
has
1 8 4. GUARDIAN OVERSEEN, DELVE INTER AIR RAID SHELTER A DANGEROUS HAIR RAISER OS (in Capricorn
[this is one Capricorn time to fear] see also 2 37 2 the ''apostrophe'' line goes with ''queer cave''
1 80 4 Mars, apuril, May, Iuig grad charpi & rogne.

REGULAR IRIS ARMY [greys] UP AGONIC DIAPHRAGM, HAIR RAISING MAGIC IN DAPPLE-GREY [horse = fourteen]

1 80 4 In March April May and June much wounding and worry
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